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I truly believe that I live in the best

We live where there is a very proper bal-

at work - keeping the

place in the world. Not that I have been

ance between many things. Superb weath-

stories of our past

tempts from moth-

everywhere, but I see the evidence every-

er (4 good distinct seasons), clean beaches

alive in books, on the

er nature in the

day. I look out my back door and witness

and rivers, abundant wildlife and a rich cul-

web and other me-

form of hurricanes

dia but there is so

and other natural and

much to preserve.

man-made events only

This is my con-

to spring back with an

tribution to the

Our economy has been

our past, the

somewhat insulated from

appreciation

the most glorious sunsets - watch dolphins

tural heritage. This heritage is rapidly being

of the present and the

break the surface of the intracoastal water-

lost to the ravages of nature and time. Mold,

planning for our future.

way and listen to the gulls laugh. The Cape

fires, water, bulldozers and the steady

Fear River is right down Snow’s Cut and

chemical degradation

the open ocean is just around the bend. I

fashioned paper

could catch my supper - if I am not too lazy.

based

Blue crabs, spots, shrimp, flounder (wiley

steal away our memo-

little critters they are), clams and oysters

ries. I know

are my preferred prey. I generally leave the

there are

big stuff up to the professionals - like tuna,

histo-

wahoo and king. Although I have caught 1

rians

of each, thank you.

hard

prints

of old-

weathered many at-

even greater vigor.

preservation of

L.T. Moore Collection, New Hanover County Public Library

, NC

the drastic rise and fall of
what

The one thing we possess that
is unique and can not be
matched by anyone

b e t t e r
time than now to begin the
process?

else is our his-

Lately, I have noticed how fast our popu-

tory. And some

lation has grown but who can blame the

subjects

people who choose to move here? We re-

are

r e l a t i ve l y
young - not
quite “history”. But

ally do live in paradise.

the financial markets by the
ever present necessity for
folks to need a vacation. We
have seen development boom
and development bust but it always comes
back around.
Given the moniker “The South’s Miracle
Beach”, back in the 1940s, Carolina Beach
residents still demonstrate an ever pres-

Our town has grown in fits and starts ever

ent resiliance that will help our community

since it was “discovered and rediscovered”

persist for decades to come.

by developers through the years. We have


Early Days

Amusements on northern side of modern boardwalk. 1920s

This wonderful little retreat for families has a long history. Joseph Winner
first envisioned the area as a resort.
There are variations as to how he
first found his way to Carolina
beach. One version says that he

of St. Joseph.

discovered it during the Civil War when he

He was unsuc-

swam ashore. According to that version,

cessful

he never forgot the area and after the war,

because

he returned with his wife and son. Another

Several years later, riverboat captain John

version says that he used to ride Captain

W. Harper, along with several investors

Harper’s boat, Passport, for fun. One day

from Wilmington, bought property here,

he had them let him off at Gander Hall’s

formed the New Hanover Transit Company

dock, which was just north of where the

with a narrow gauge railroad, and Carolina

Inland waterway enters the river. He

Beach opened in the summer of 1885.

walked across the peninsula to what is

Passengers boarded

a steamer at

now the yacht basin and envisioned a

a pier at Market

Street in

town. No matter which story is correct,

Wilmington, sailed ap-

he was from Pennsylvania, moved

proximately 15 miles down

to the Wilmington area, and opened

the river to a pier

a jewelry store. In 1880, he bought

where

property from the Burris family, built a
house and hoped to establish the Town

in

his

attempt,

however,

the area was so isolated.

L.T. Moore Collection
New Hanover County Public Library



Fales Collection, New Hanover County Public Library

Hanover Seaside Club (1899)


Photo courtesy of Becky Stancil

1899 destroyed most of the cottages and

to $13,000 and insurance covered only

his associates bought

many of the businesses. Then on August

$3900. From that devastation, however,

a railroad called the

7, 1902, a tornado destroyed the Oceanic

rose “the largest strictly pleasure pavil-

Southern

Hotel, which was no longer used as a hotel,

ion in the South Atlantic Coast” in 1911.

Development Company,

but as a pavilion for entertainment.

Architect H. E. Bonitz, the same man who

with all its property, in-

designed Lumina Pavilion at Wrightsville

cluding two pavilions

Beach, designed for Captain Harper the

and several bathhouses

most completely equipped pavilion on the

for $30,000. They later

South Atlantic coast. Opening on May 1,

bought 772 acres, gain-

1911, the bungalow type structure, later

ing controlling interest

known as Carolina Moon, claimed 13,000

in the area. He divided

feet of floor space, a bowling alley, a 14

the land into building

foot veranda surrounding the building, the

lots. In addition to two

largest ballroom south of Washington, DC,

new wells, the beach

large lavatories and dressing rooms for the

received electricity in

ladies, and a new acetylene lighting sys-

1914 and in 1916, Pate

tem. The train from the river ran right up

built the Greystone Inn

to the building so one could step directly

of beach sand and ce-

from train to pavilion. The pavilion itself

ment. Originally, it was

was “devoted exclusively to having a good

used by his salesmen

time,” with hotel and bathing facilities sepa-

to entertain customers, but it was later

Carolina Beach continued to grow and was

rate. Other entrepreneurs took advantage

opened to the public in 1920.

a “mecca for tourism and entertainment”

Another tragedy occurred on December
8, 1910, as a fire, thought to be incendiary,
claimed Captain Harper’s hotel and pavilion. Damage was estimated at $12,000

they boarded the Shoo Fly train (so called

31, 1898, the first dance pavilion, Sedgely

because passengers had to “shoo flies”

Hall Club opened. It was also in 1898 that

in the open-sided train) for the final three

telephone service connected the beach

miles to the ocean. The success of the

to Wilmington. The Hanover Seaside Club

operation is seen in the number of tickets

also opened that year and over the next

sold- 32,000 in 1896 and over 48,000 from

ten years, cottages, restaurants, stores,

May-August 1897. Those numbers do not

a bowling alley, and a pool hall sprang up

include all visitors, since children under

for the Memorial Day to Labor Day sea-

10 rode free. The first hotel, the Oceanic,

son. The first of many tragedies, however,

opened on July 4, 1887, and on March

took its toll, as a hurricane on November 1,

Captain John W. Harper

Federal Point Historic Preservation Society



of the opportunity, too. Alexander Pate and

Realty

and

before World War I. Progress slowed a little
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Sales material of The New Hanover Transit Company 1920s

courtesy of Susie Burnett Jones
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The Royal Palm was hailed as indisput-

tor service. Four stories high, with 50 rooms,

During the post-war prosperity of the 50’s

ably the finest. “Royal Palm, Handsome

some equipped with bathrooms, the hotel

Carolina Beach became a popular south-

New Hotel, is Opened” read the Wilmington

was the largest building on Carolina Beach.

ern beach vacation choice for the working

Star News headline on May 24, 1936. W.

The Royal Palm, a.k.a. Hotel Astor, made her

class. The Star News reports that for $150

G. Fountain built the hotel during the

debut as the belle of the ball at Carolina Beach;

you could stay a week in this booming little

winter of 1935-36. Mr. Fountain came to

sought after by vacationers as a respite and

resort town, now with a unique mix of visi-

Wilmington from Chinquapin in 1933 with

enjoyed by the local community as a center

tors but still offering the quiet, uncrowded

a sixth-grade edu-

family beach experience

cation and a vision

that made it so popular.

for the burgeoning

The Fountain family sold

beach community.

the hotel in 1961.

His

first

venture

In the 80’s a new owner

at Carolina Beach

invested 1.5 million dol-

was a 75 rental

lars in refurbishments

unit structure with
apartments
single

rooms

and re-opened the facil-

and

ity under the name of

on

The Astor Hotel. In 1987

property adjacent to

Rebuilt - Brick
Hotel Bame

she was chosen for a

the lot on which the

fight scene in the movie

Royal Palm would

“BedroomWindow”,pro-

be erected 3 years

duced by DeLaurintius

later. He is cred-

Entertainment

ited with recruiting

Group,

based in Wilmington.

the first lifeguards,
sometimes paying
them out of his own pocket. He went on to

for town life. The structure survived a board-

become mayor of the town in the 1940’s.

walk fire in 1941 with minimal damage, was

The Royal Palm was reported as having every
modern convenience, specifically citing eleva97

renovated, and Mr. Fountain added another

A fire destroyed the building on June 27,
2005. (from an article by Becky Stancil)

50 rooms in 1946. She was now 100 rooms
strong and more of a presence than ever.
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as far away as

Vacationers came to the resort from all over

New York City

the state — some to spend a day at the

for their clam

beach, others to check out the night life and

fritters.
T h e r e
were
Seabreeze
took its name from
the first building constructed there
in 1922. The black resort, located across
Snow’s Cut from Carolina Beach, grew
rapidly during the 1920s. It was a boom

Photographers’ shops, where visitors could

Carolina Inlet, opened in 1952, severely

have their pictures taken as mementos,

eroded the resort’s beachfront. Many

were scattered throughout the area. Visitors

businesses destroyed by Hurricane Hazel

could fish and crab from the big pier on the

in 1954 never reopened. Forty-two years

inland waterway.

later, Hurricane Fran swept the last of the

coincided with a period of resurgent black

Wilson would treat the dar-

pride and enterprise, the era of the Harlem

ing to a speedboat ride.

Renaissance. Simpson’s Hotel opened in

Other entrepreneurs ferried

1925; others, such as the Monte Carlo,

visitors across the sound to

soon followed.

“Freeman’s Beach,” now

Barbecue Sam’s where the proprietor kept
a pigpen in the back yard to supply his open
pit, served vacationers and were known

blues and early bebop.
The resort’s decline began in the 1950s.

For 50 cents, Capt. Rick

oped. As many as 10 restaurants, including

Ferris

“juke joints,” visitors could dance to jazz,

wheels, hobbyhorses, and chair planes.

time for beach front construction which

By the mid-1940s, the resort was fully devel-

99

rides,

the music scene. At Seabreeze’s several

old vine-covered beach cottages away.

the undeveloped section
of the barrier island at the
northern end of Carolina
Beach.
From: 1898 Foundation - Thomas Schmid, Coordinator
Photo: Courtesy of the Cape Fear Museum, Wilmington, NC

Federal Point Historic Preservation Society

Juke Joint - Seabreeze

Vacant boarding house
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Boardwalk &
Amusements

The Boardwalk: Places with names

land. You could buy

like The Green Lantern, Cork and Sinker,

groceries, go see

Ocean Plaza, The Wave, The Landmark,

a movie, shop for

Britt’s Donut Shop, Royal Palm Hotel and

clothes or eat at one

the A&P all once dotted the Boardwalk and

of the many family ori-

the current central business district. This

ented establishments.

area was an integral part of life on the is-

Although

the

original

wooden boardwalk rotted
and was replaced by concrete
slabs, the Boardwalk remains a central
destination for locals and tourists.
Prior to the early 1960s you could see
the ocean from the Boardwalk because
the protective berm had not been created. Kids played and swam while their
parents watched them from inside one
the many establishments on the boardwalk. Of course lifeguards were the
ever-vigilant sentries that would pitch-in
Rides and race cars at early
Boardwalk amusement park

if someone needed help.

From the Federal Point Historic Preservation Society
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From the Federal Point Historic Preservation Society

The area flourished and many more busi-

A.J. and Dolores Kaus. In the mid 1970s

nesses opened their doors to accommo-

there were also two separate waterslides

date the ever-growing numbers of tourists.

on the boardwalk along with three go-cart

Unfortunately, a tragic fire destroyed many

tracks and much more.

of these businesses on September 19,
1940. In spite of this loss, owners rebuilt,
and during the forties, Carolina Beach and
the surrounding communities saw significant growth and prosperity (Angley 1984).

Polly Peay at her familiy
concession stand

The first era of the boardwalk was charac-

One such hall, The Carolina Moon, opened

system. It was the largest ballroom south

terized by the lavish dance halls of the early

May 1, 1911 and boasted 13,000 feet of

of Washington DC. A train ran directly up to

part of the 1900s. These pavilions were built
to house those that came by train to this
“Mecca for tourism and entertainment”.
105

floor space, a bowling alley, a 14 foot veranda that went all the way around the
building and a modern acetylene lighting

the front of the building, so travelers could
easily make their way there.

Juanita Dail and her husband Earl have had
a presence on the boardwalk for decades.
Mrs. Dail still has a gift shop. Mr. Dale
would set up his games of chance towards
the south end - all lined up beside each

The 1940s through the late 1960s was

other like the midway of a carnival. You

the

Boardwalk.

could pick a duckie out of the water for a

Amusements of all kinds began to spring

prize, pull a string, throw darts, try to knock

up. One could ride any number of carnival

down those fuzzy, goofy, bottom-heavy

rides, including an honest to goodness car-

clown things (I swear I think they were

ousel with shiny, immense animals to hang

glued down) and play the ring toss at his

on to, a very tall Ferris wheel and a double

stands. The prizes were small, medium or

Ferris wheel were even present for a time.

large stuffed animals, but the games them-

Bumper cars, bingo parlors and a bowl-

selves were the most fun.

golden

age

for

the

ing alley also accompanied these larger
rides. The primary amusement parks were
PlayLand, operated by Faison Amusement
Company, and Seashore Park, operated by

Cliff Smith
Owner of The Landmark

Along with the rides and games, treats to delight the senses were available - snow cones,
donuts, cotton candy, hot dogs, candied
apples, huge sticky lollipops, delicious ham-

Tearing out the original
planks of the Boardwalk
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Earl Dail and his girls

107
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Mr. Dail tending
to his business on
the boardwalk.
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covered roof tops

ball and watching TV on the package. When

of the Boardwalk.

I finally saved my money and bought a set, I

The

synthesized

sound of video
games can be
heard between
the

innocent

laughter

children. I still go barefoot and

burgers,

pizza

“pie”, milkshakes, ice cream
and any imaginable sweet, salty or deep
fried treat.

of

shirtless when I patronize many of the

had no such luck in getting that to happen.
Many families represent the third and forth
generation of folks who spent their summers on the boardwalk. I know it will never
again be the same, but it is good to see
people still appreciate what still
remains.

businesses that remain. I can remember
enjoying a grilled cheese and an orangeade at Wolf’s Seven Seas soda fountain
in my sandy and still wet bathing suit.

This lively carnival atmosphere persisted
until about the mid 1970s when the rides
and amusements lost some of their
luster. Today, the boardwalk is still frequented by eager children and
families from far and wide. Any
given summer day, a familiar
smell is in the air as the scent
of donuts wafts down from the tar
111

One of the little trinkets I always
wanted

to buy from the shops
were SeaMonkies.
You could see
them

eating
dinner,
playing
112

Britt’s donuts in a heartbeat. Why, I myself
have eaten 9 for supper before.
Mr. Britt sold the shop and the secret recipe
for making the donuts in 1974. Britt’s long
time employee Bobby Niven purchased
the shop. Since then, the Niven family has
cooked up and served hundreds of thousands of donuts to people from all over.
During the summer season, you can sit on
one of the stools at the counter and hear

113

Britt’s Donuts: Don’t ask for sprinkles,

People drive from all over just to eat

don’t ask for cream filled and for goodness

one or 19 of the steaming hot

sakes, don’t forget to eat as many as you

- glazed delicacies. A fellow

can in the summer because Britt’s is only

actually consumed that many

people order their favorite treat. You can tell

always included his family in his business.

open during the tourist season.  

in an impromptu donut eating

the ones who aren’t familiar with the drill.

His daughter Lynn grew up working behind

contest recently. The process

“Do you have anything besides glazed?”

the counter. Maxine, his wife, still serves

Some things never seem to change. I know

of making the donuts is a

they say. The regulars always tell the girl be-

up the donuts, milk and soft drinks to ea-

it is all perspective, but eating a hot, deli-

time honored, tightly guard-

hind the counter... “I’ll have 1” or “Gimme

ger patrons all summer long and now his

cious, handmade donut at Britt’s is one of

ed secret. It is thought that

a half dozen” or very often they’ll say “4

grand daughter helps out as well. You can

those experiences that doesn’t need any

the unique mix of ingredients

dozen, please”.

bet that swimming weather, warm breezes

embellishments. Started by the Britts and

for the glaze makes them

Wrights in 1939, the donut shop has long

so unbelievably good. People

Bobby Niven and his family have operated

can smell the aroma of donuts cooking at

been the cornerstone of the Boardwalk

who don’t even like donuts or

Britt’s Donut Shop on the Boardwalk in

Britt’s.

area.

sweets will gobble down six

Carolina Beach for over 30 years. Niven has

and bare feet are soon to appear when you

114

Mansfields Amusements

Left and Right: From the Federal Point Historic Preservation Society

The Ghosts of Playland
by Jay Ladd V

Walking up from the beach to the Boardwalk
entrance, I smell the sweet scent of homemade doughnuts mixing with the salt of the
ocean air.   
The bouncy music of the carousel calliope
drowns out the screams of thrill-seekers
strapped into the mesh cage of the Round Up
as it spins overhead.
The endless view of the moonlit ocean creeps
up over The Landmark sandwich shop as my
Ferris wheel car rises above it. Vertigo disorients me as the bright red Tilt-A-Whirl cab on
her loud metal rollers whips my head around.
I’m startled by the hiss of the compressor
while the Bubble Bounce leaps and falls in a
blur of pastel spheres and passengers.
Fear stabs the pit of my stomach as I wait in
line at the foot of the steel pier for the Skyliner
cable car to carry me out over the dark, calm
ocean.

The Rides at the Boardwalk, Carousel and Ferris Wheel - 1946
From the New Hanover County Public Library
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Holding under one arm the fuzzy blue polyester dolphin that my dad proudly won for me
playing Skee-ball, I work the buttons to make
Peppy the Clown do his mechanical dance to
“Polly Wolly Doodle All The Day”.

I smell the sparks crack from the pole tips of
the Bumper Cars battering madly behind the
cage.
I nervously hurry by the foreboding entrance
of the haunted ride while shrill yells blare from
the small bullhorn speakers outside. My mind
has blocked the name; I still don’t know what
evil lurks in there.
I breathe-in the chlorine mist, sitting in the
Kiddie Boat bobbing in its cinderblock pond. I
squash against the side of the Merry Mixer car
as it reaches for the fence again and again.
From the ground, I watch my mom holler and
laugh, rumbling around the canvas covered circular hub of the The Rocket. She’s so young.
I hear the pop of balloons pierced by darts
while I walk away. The sound of putters connecting with spray-painted golf balls on
turf-covered concrete.   
On the ground, colored
reflections of chasing
lights from under the
green and white corrugated aluminum
awning of the arcade…pushing me
along on, guiding me
away.

The sounds and smells grow fainter, and I
reach down to snap loose the string that holds
the tin clasp that grants me free reign in this
place. We always leave early, when it feels
most alive. How I would fuss and pout.
I never stayed to see it close. Never saw the
awnings shut on their rusty hinges, the rides
slow to a creaking stop, the lights dim to darkness, the people lazily walk away toward the
air-conditioned comfort of their rented room.
But now, long dead for over 25 years, Playland
never closes.

Carolina BINGO

121

The original railroad track and an early amusement.

The Ferris steam powered carousel, early 1900s.

From the Federal Point Historic Preservation Society

From the Federal Point Historic Preservation Society
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Interview with Nick Ponos
June 14, 2005.

Explaining why it was sometimes referred

constructed of wood, but when that burned

to as “the South’s Miracle Beach,” Nick

in the fire of 1940 Nick’s father replaced it

When asked what he liked best about

recalled the crowds that used to come.

with a concrete and steel structure built

Carolina Beach, Nick Ponos simply replied,

Farmers would load their families in the

by Mr. Sligh during the war. The building

“I loved it all. It was Carolina Beach.”

huge canvas covered trucks they used for

contained the family’s apartment upstairs,

hauling crops and drive to Carolina Beach.

as well as a liquor store, the Carolina Café,

While looking through his collection of

“It was a miracle, just to see these things,”

and a pool hall. While Hurricane Hazel left

articles, pictures, and other memorabilia,

he exclaimed.

much of Carolina Beach in ruins in 1954,

Nick fondly pointed out some of the things

it left only five feet of water in the Ponos

that made Carolina Beach so special.

Another vivid picture is that of the black fish-

There were the rides for the children, the

ermen. On the south end of the boardwalk,

crowds, Fountain’s Hotel and Apartments,

near Max’s Café, which Nick says had the

Cliff Smith’s Landmark where you could

best seafood, black fishermen would dock

get hamburgers, hot dogs, ice cream, and

their boats on the strand. They’d get up early

One of Nick’s fond memories is of his par-

groceries. Then there were the many soda

to go out fishing and when they returned,

ents and their love of the ocean. “My dad

shops where kids went to “jitterbug, cut

there would be a crowd on the beach. The

and momma would swim out, about three

up and have a soda,” places like the Green

fishermen would clean their catch on the

blocks out. They were both from Greece.

Lantern. As well as having a lot to offer,

spot and people, including Nick’s mother,

And Momma and Daddy would float. They

from concession stands, the playground,

rushed to buy the fresh fish.

could float. And you see, Daddy had a little-

pavilions, to the Greystone, hotels, apartments, residences you could rent, Carolina
Beach has always been a friendly place,
according to Nick. He describes it as the

The Ponos family owned a building that still
stands on the right hand corner of Harper
Avenue and the boardwalk. Originally, it was

building. As Nick said, “You could drive a
truck into the corner of that building and it’d
tear it up, it’d tear the truck up.”

pot belly, you know, and you’d see his nose
and face, and his pot and his feet, sticking
up, and she’d be floating, too. And they
would float, and we’d let ‘em float, you

Coney Island of North Carolina, adding, “It

know. We wouldn’t bother them. Cause

was unbelievable, unbelievable.”

they were good swimmers.”

Lifeguards Billy Valentine, Ray Motsinger, Wally Berke, Bill Stuart, and Nick Ponos 1940s
Photo courtesy of Robin Robertson, MS Thesis.
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With the family’s love of the ocean, and Mrs.

hit the sharks, knocking them out of the wa-

cause I had to keep—particularly watching

Ponos’s cooking, it was only natural that

ter. He recalls taking a big heavy surfboard

the young children was my nemesis. I didn’t

Nick would become a lifeguard. He became

out, getting between the fighting porpoises

want anything to happen to children.”

a mascot guard in 1932 when he would take

and sharks and people on the sandbar. If

the Greek meatballs his mother made out

the fish got too close, he and the other

to the lifeguards. For the next twenty-four

guards would get the people off the sand-

years, from 1933 until 1957, Nick worked at

bar and back to the shore where they would

Carolina Beach as a lifeguard. Like his par-

be safe. The biggest problem was riptides,

ents, he was obviously a good swimmer,

or offsets. Visitors from inland areas often

but a good swimmer knows his limits. He

were unaware of the dangers. The guards

would sometimes swim out to where Carl

used a reel and a rope. They put a buoy on it

Winner parked his boat and back, about

and two or three guards would go out while

three-quarters to a mile out. Sometimes he

others waded in to pull the rope in. In spite

took the buoy and sometimes he didn’t. He

of the dangers, the lifeguards had a record

clearly remembers the last time he made

to be proud of, twenty-two years without a

that swim. As he got close to the boat, a

drowning in the patrol zone.

sudden thought came to him, sharks. That
thought made him say a little prayer. He
promised the Lord that if he made it to the
boat and back, he would never do it again.
That was a promise he kept.

Of course, being alert didn’t mean there
was no time to notice girls. That is actually
how Nick met his first wife. “I was up on
the stand and I saw this woman, she had
long beautiful hair. She was as pretty as she
could be. And—I called one of the guards
and said, ‘Come up here and take the stand.’
And before I got down, I blew my whistle
at her. I pointed to her. I want to see you. I
came down and I said, ‘You’re out too deep.
Now you be careful. I don’t want anything to
happen to you.’ And that clicked, that was it.”
And that was the beginning of their relation-

Nick fondly studies his photographs of that

ship, one that obviously remains very spe-

time, pointing out fellow lifeguards. Among

cial. He married her later. He quietly adds,

them are Billy Valentine, whose father was

“God, I fell in love with her. Still love her.”

chief of police, Ray Mottsinger, Wally Burke,
Bill Stuart, Columbus Efird, Herb Helms,

Even though he thought about sharks, there

Lonnie Peck, Wally Burke, and Nick. These

was very little problem with them. He never

guys were serious about their duties. As

remembers a person being bit by a shark.

Nick explained, “We were a pretty dedi-

There were, however, fights between the

cated bunch. I made a profession out of it.

porpoises and sharks, and porpoises would

I didn’t get too involved with women, be-

From Island voices: Personal memories of Carolina Beach preserve the past. Robin Robertson, MS thesis, University of North
Carolina at Wilmington, 2005.

Carolina Beach Lifeguards in the early 1960s
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Carolina Beach Lifeguards in 1969.
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Today

With such a rich and colorful heritage,

and crabs are just a few of the wide variety

it has been no problem finding enough in-

of organisms that are caught here. This re-

formation to create this pictorial history of

source, if properly managed, can sustain us

Carolina Beach. There are so many engag-

for many decades to come.

ing and colorful stories of people and places
to document that it was quite a chore just
deciding what to include and what not to
include in this volume.

We are lucky to live in such a dynamic area.
The vibrant summer tourist season is balanced nicely by the quiet and peaceful winter months. This seasonality is a fact of life

Carolina Beach was built on the dreams and

for residents, although it is quickly becom-

ambitions of many wonderful and interest-

ing more balanced as the area grows into a

ing people. Our community has grown and

more year-round community.

prospered from the results of their efforts.
Their legacy persists today in the buildings,
the streets, the boats, the children and the
minds of the people who remember them.

Carolina Beach is not your typical little, sleppy seaside community. We have reinvented
ourselves quite a few times. Even now as
we are charging ahead with new ideas for

Music, dancing and letting your hair down

a better tomorrow, we need only look to

to have some fun are the heart and soul of

the accomplishments of our forefathers for

Carolina Beach. Centered on the boardwalk

guidance. They made Carolina Beach what

area, the entertainement and recreation in-

it is today - a quaint and quirky community

dustry has always been our livelyhood and I

that deserves the moniker - “The South’s

think it will always have a place here.

Miracle Beach”.

The convergence of the Cape Fear river and

Our past has been brilliant but our future

the Atlantic ocean has provided us with rec-

looks even brighter.

reation as well as abundant seafood. Fish
species of all kinds, shrimp, oysters, clams

Boardwalk, July 3, 2006
Photo by Williard H. Killough III
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The North End - Last Day of the Millennium

December 31, 2000 (360º panorama)
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More to Come...?
Volume 2 was in pre-production as this edition went to
press. I have all intentions of publishing this follow-up and
making it as good, if not better than volume 1. Of course,
the only caveat is how well volume 1 is received. There are
so many more stories to tell and many, many more images
to present. I seriously think there may be 4 to 5 more generously sized volumes to go before the content begins to
become dilute.
Therefore, this is a call to everyone interested in contributing to this endeavor. If you have anything that you would
like to add to this growing body of work, please contact
me. I am always looking for photos, articles and artifacts
that can be scanned or photographed and presented in a
pleasing way so that others may enjoy them. You might
be surprised what other people think is interesting.
I will keep posting news and information on the
development of subsequent volumes at my
web site. Contact me if you have anything
you’d like me to consider for future volumes.
And if you see me out on my dock, give me
a holler.

daniel@norris.net 910.232.0604
www.carolinabeach.net

An Historical Overview of Carolina Beach Inlet
Wilson Angley, January 22, 1984
Research Bracnh, NC Division of Archives and History
The History of the Simmons Sea Skiff, by Michael Hubbard
1898 Foundation - Thomas Schmid, Coordinator
http://www.spinnc.org/1898/tourism/activities.htm
www.itpi.dpi.state.nc.us/caroclips/fryingpan.html
Federal Point Historic Preservation Society
WECT - TV6
Star News
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About the Author, Daniel Ray Norris
Born in Wilmington and raised out in the country in
Teachey and at Carolina Beach, my existence started when Edward Teach (Blackbeard) would terrorize our coast with his beard ablaze and his cannons
loaded.... Aside from being a great great great great
great grandson of Edward Teach and having an insatiable desire to fire a cannon upon unsuspecting
boaters - my life began as a boy growing up riding
the rides at the boardwalk and spending way too
much time sliding down the big yellow water slide.
My fondest memories are from time spent at the
boardwalk. The old spook house
was way too scary for me.
But I rode it anyway. My
first teddy bear was
won for me by my
daddy at some game.

The merry mixer made me throw-up - a lot. I know
it is dangerous but I still love to ride the bumper
cars in my wet bathing suit - barefooted, and get all
that black stuff on the soles of my feet.
During the golden age of video games, standup video games like Asteroids, Qix, Sinistar and
Defender were all the rage. I plopped in thousands
of quarters to feed the machines so I could play
until I ran out of money. I wasn’t very good but it
was fun anyway. Afterwards, I would eat too many
donuts from Britt’s.
One year, my clueless parents let me buy a t-shirt
from the boardwalk with a big brown roach on it
for back-to-school. It was the 70s - I had a bowl
haircut so it wasn’t too much of a fashion faux
pas.

When I wasn’t throwing money away at the boardwalk, I went to Kindergarten through 12th grade at
Harrells Christian Academy in Sampson County. I
graduated with honors with a BS in Marine Biology
from UNCW and a MS in Biology/Ecology from the
University of Guam. Asia and the western Pacific
were wonderful but there is no place like home. I
lived there for 4 years - but I did manage to come
home every Christmas and summer.
After returning home, I was hired as the Commercial
Production Manager & Webmaster for WECT TV6.
I am now a Biology instructor at a local college.
Photography and graphic design are my favorite
past times. When I am not in front of my Apple
Macintosh computer or behind my Nikon camera, I
love to run around in
my newly painted
green, flat bottom
boat and play
with my three
boisterous Jack
Russell terriers,
Yuki, Hana and
Elvis. Yarrrrrr!

(Coconuts do occasionally
wash up in my backyard.)
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